
SPONSORSHIP COMMITTEE MEETING 

November 3, 2020 

4:30PM 

Castine Center concourse. 

 

In attendance: 

Margie Lewis 

Kia Knight 

Doug McLemore 

Rick Danielson 

Shearn Lemoine 

Susan Sheehan, Ripple Resources 

Larry Race, Ripple Resources 

 

Absent:  Bill Matthews 

 

Introduction of Margie to Larry and Susan. 

 

Discussion of extension of contract.  New contract to reflect period of 

December 1, 2020 through April 30, 2023. 

 

Larry recapped sponsors to sign up for a minimum of 3 years except for the 

Castine Center and Park sponsors which is a period of 5 years. 

 

Larry discussed the need of timeliness by the sign maker for the sponsors.  

We will prebuild and put in filler signs that read something like, “to advertise 

here, contact…..”  4’ X 6’ discussion.  Susan to send the diagram of where 

the signs will go.  Shearn added that there would be additional incentive if 

we allowed signs in the gyms, as well as outside and one in each outfield.  

Rick to ask Scott and Northshore Printing for his report and website for us 

to purchase product.  

 

We have two contracts that need finishing:  the District and Ripple and the 

District and sponsors.   Rick has the most up to date versions and will send 

them.   



 

Catalog:   

Add additional events; Margie gave Susan an updated list 

Ads in the newsletter – Susan to research why the board didn’t want to do 

this.  May be because we can’t as a governmental agency.  

Add inside signage to gyms and outfields. 

Rendering of signage to be sent to Susan to add to catalog 

 

Rick to send us sponsorship agreement and explain how we will handle 

multiple sponsors (e.g. Complex and an event at the same time) 

 

Discussion of selling sponsorships on uniform shirts.  Two options:  Per 

sport or the entire year.  If someone wants the entire year, takes per sport 

off the table.  Some thought that if someone wants to buy one sport, but 

then we have a sponsor that wants the entire year, it would take 

precedence over the single sport sponsor.   

 

When Castine Center renovations renderings are done, send to Susan for 

the catalog. 

 

Next meeting scheduled for Wednesday, November 18, 2020 at 4:30. 

 

Meeting ended at 5:45PM. 


